Desktop Interface V2

DRONEMOBILE DESKTOP INTERFACE V2
UPDATED INTERFACE
In order to make the DroneMobile brand more consistent across all devices, we have launched several design changes to the DroneMobile
desktop interface. That said, you’ll ﬁnd that most of the primary functionality of the interface remains essentially the same.

NEW USER REGISTRATION
When registering a new Drone device, the interface will request the device’s serial number. Upon submission, DroneMobile will verify
whether an authorized dealer has activated the device. If the device has not been activated, the customer will be prompted to wait until
installation/registration is complete.
Note: The user will also have the option to bypass this step, in the case of self-installs.
We have implemented this new feature to require that all Drone devices be activated prior to user registration. This ensures proper
conﬁguration.

DEALER REGISTRATION NOTICE
We added an additional step in order to prevent consumers from accidentally registering as authorized dealers.

DEALER ACTIVATION
When saving the conﬁguration page, you should now see a pop-up notifying you that conﬁguration
is being saved. This step is crucial to making sure all of the correct parameters are saved onto your
Drone device. In order to proceed to the testing page, conﬁguration settings must be properly saved
onto the Drone device.
We have implemented this new feature to require that all Drone devices be properly conﬁgured
prior to being delivered to the customer.
Note: Drone devices must be
powered up during this step in order
for conﬁguration to be saved.

FIRMWARE UPDATE
When conﬁguring your Drone device, the DroneMobile server can now recognize if your hardware’s ﬁrmware is out of date. If so, it will
automatically download and apply the update.
During the update process it is critical that the Drone is not disconnected from power as this may lock up the device.

Thank you for reading this overview of the changes made to the DroneMobile desktop interface. These updates are all a part of an
effort to reduce complications during installation and registration.
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